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YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE

Selim Makina which has been established in 1945 had been working in
cooperation with different metal industries. Metal machining, sheet
metal shaping and casting processes are the main professions of the
company. Company had a great expertise on the production of all
equipment related with LPG cylinders for the last two decades. Critical
products exposed to pressure are being manufactured precisely and all
the other parts of a tube are available in the production range.
Almost all stages of the production are being held under the same
facility. Selim Makina has a large machine park including 35 High
speed CNC Machines with various sizes, precision levels and axis
abilities. Hot forged metal processes ﬁtted to special needs, sensitive
blasting, cast iron production stages are all made with high quality
standards. Furthermore, paint processes (electro-static powder
technology) are all being ﬁnalized in the same factory with a highquality coating according to the demands of the customer. With the
years of experience and large facilities company is capable to produce
own molds for any type and size of the LPG Gas Cylinder accessories.
By 2021 Selim Makina has many customers for the below products
with various materials, threads, sizes and shapes according to the
customer demands in different locations of the world. Considering the
critical pressure equipment quality assurance is also a key factor for
the production process of these pressure vessels. Selim Makina with
the years' experience has established a precise quality checks during
and after the production. In most cases 100%-gauge controls are being
made for the shipped pieces.
Below listed products are being produced in various shapes and
speciﬁcations.
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L

Cylinder Bung / Valve Boss / Valve Neck

/ Neck Ring / L

Collar (Collarette / Collorette)

LPG Cylinder Bung (Valve Boss) which is also known as the above
names in different countries is the most important part of an LPG Gas
Cylinder tube. It is the main connection between the body and the valve.
LPG Cylinders are kept in different atmospheric conditions and this
piece must be produced precisely in order to prevent any leakages and
explosions. The threads in and on the outer surface must be machined
precisely according the technical drawings of the manufacturer.

L

Gas Cylinder Guard Ring (Shroud)

/ Valve Protection Cap / Safety Guard
LPG Cylinder Guard Ring protects the valve from
damages. Since the most sensitive part of the LPG
Cylinders is valve - bung connection, it must be
protected by a resistant item. Valve protection caps
are being manufactured in various shapes, sizes,
colors and speciﬁcation according to the cylinder
manufacturers demands.
These parts may have full circle, half circle or a
handling part. Name plates with the can also be
produced connected to the guards.

L Gas Cylinder
Pipe Fitting Flange
This part is being used in the distribution process of
gases. It needs to be welded precisely for a safe usage.
This can be produced according to the customer
speciﬁcation.
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L Valve Brass / L Fittings Nozzle
/ Corps de Robinet
LPG Gas ﬂow apparatus which is being produced with a
high-quality brass alloy. It can be produced semi – ﬁnished
according to the customer demands.

Cylinder Foot-ring
/ Bottom Ring
Household or industrial type gas cylinder
base rings are used to stabilize the product.
Produced by using sheet metals according to
technical drawings. Inhouse molding
department has the capability to produce any
shape according to the requirements.

L

Storage Tank Leg

/ Pied de Resorvoir
These legs are used for industrial LPG Storage tanks.
Produced with steel in differing size and shape.

Small Gas
Cylinder Handling
(Camping Tube)
Used for handling small type
gas cylinders and can be
produced with iron, steel and
can ben equipped with
plastic handling parts.
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